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. 

“Scarcely two months before Hitler’s aggression against Poland, Herr [Mr.] Hans 

Ziegler, a ranking official in the Propaganda Ministry, emphasized, according to a 

dispatch by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, in his (sic) book entitled “Juden und der 

Weltkrieg,” that ‘one of the worth-while results of the coming world war would be the 

annihilation of the six million Jews in East and Central Europe’.” 

----    Contemporary Jewish Record, Contemporary Jewish Record, Contemporary Jewish Record, Contemporary Jewish Record, Volume 2, July/August 1939 

    

[Editor’s Note [Editor’s Note [Editor’s Note [Editor’s Note ----    Jews in East and Central Europe are Talmudic Khazars, not biblical Israelites (nor are they 

Semites).  Also, there were 3.2 million such “Jews” in Europe - not 6 million.  The number “six million” appears to 
originate in Talmudic gematria, or mysticism of numbers.]    

. 
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Contemporary Jewish Record, Volume 2, July/August 1939 

. 

This is the third, but earliest appearance I’ve now found of 
this article.  

 

It also appears [later] in the:    
. 



 
 

The Jewish Criterion (Pittsburgh) [left] October 13, 1939 here 

. 

. 

The Southern Israelite (Georgia) [right] November 28, 1939 here 

. 

. 
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I believe the Hans Ziegler mentioned in the article is Dr. Hans Severus Ziegler, arrowed in the above photos. 
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He (Ziegler) was involved in the 

“Degenerate Music exhibition” in 

Düsseldorf in 1938. 

 

In fact his name appears on this 

infamous poster: 

 

[The poster coincidentally correctly 

credits African Israelites for their 

outstanding varied contributions to 

modern music – “degenerate” or not.] 

 

 

This is his wikipedia page (in German). 

. 

 

.================== 

. 

The German National Library List lists 23 

articles by, or about Dr. Hans Severus 

Ziegler; 

[but] a book entitled Juden und der 

Weltkrieg (Jews and the World War) is 

not amongst them. 

 

Link - Deutsche National Bibliothek 

 



. 

.  

 

There is [however] a book called Die Juden und der Weltkrieg (The Jews and the World War), which was written in 1916 by a 

German named Felix A. Theilhaber [not by Zeigler], who served as a doctor in the German army during World War I. 

. 

Theilhaber also wrote Jüdische Flieger im Kriege (Jewish Flyers in the War) in 1918, in which he gave accounts of over one hundred 

Jewish soldiers who flew for Germany. Theilhader writings were in the defense of Jews, to counter accusations that Jews had been 

a traitorous element in Germany during World War I. 

. 

Theilhader was the founder and chairman of Gesex (The Society of Sexual Reform). For his involvement with this group, he and fifty 

other physicians were arrested by the Gestapo in May 1933. After his release two months later, he emigrated to Palestine, where he 

co-founded the Maccabi Health Care Service. He died in 1956 in Tel Aviv.       Links - source - source - source 



. 

. 

. 

Conclusion: 

 

. 

Dr. Hans Severus Ziegler never wrote a book called Juden und der Weltkrieg, 

about a new World War and the annihilation of 6,000,000 Jews.  [It was actually written in 

1916 by a German named Felix A. Theilhaber (a Jew?), who moved to Israel.] 

. 

The author of the article [about the “Nazi annihilation plan”],  

which appeared in at least three Jewish publications, lied. 

. 

 

 
 

[This fabrication, like many many others, entered the media “echo chamber”, and was repeated again and again as “fact”.   These 

fabricated “facts”, retrospectively become erroneous “historical record.”  This is a typical example of how Khazar anti-German 

propaganda, Russian anti-German propaganda, and Holocaust mythology propaganda were repeated unquestioned, until eventually 

becaming regarded as being true.]   

 



All editors remarks are in brackets []. 
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